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ABSTRACT 
Test vectors for digital integrated circuits are normally produced using test pattern 
generators and/or logic simulators. They often require modification before they can be used 
by Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) to test a device. The editing that is required of these 
vector sets can usually be described in an algorithmic manner. 
A language is presented in which editing algorithms can be clearly and c<?ncisely 
defined, and a program developed for applying the algorithms to vector sets in an efficient 
manner. It is shown that algorithms written in this language are easier to develop and main-
tain than equivalent algorithms written as scripts for a common text editor. It is also shown 
that the program executes algorithms in its language more efficiently than an interactive text 
editor executes equivalent algorithms . 
- 1 -
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1. INTRODUCTION 
~ 
Test vectors for digital integrated circuits are produced in various ways. The stimulus 
portion of the test vect.ors (i.e. circuit inputs) may be generated automatically via a test pat-
tern generation program or manually using some type of software aid. The respon~e portion of 
the vectors (i.e. the expected circuit outputs) are usually generated from the output of .a logic . 
simulator. The input portion and output portion are merged to form the vectors required by 
Automatic Test Equipment {ATE) to test a device. These vectors often require modification 
due to restrictions or limitations imposed by the ATE. They may also need modification when 
new chips are being debugged because of variations in real devices. 
Editing vector sets can be time consuming and cumbersome. It becomes time consum-
ing when the vector sets become large. It is not uncommon for vector sets to reach lOOK vec-
tors. For a 100 pin device, the vector set would contain lOM bytes of data. Editing vectors is 
cumbersome because of the format of the vectors. They are generally long.strings of O's and 
1 's and possibly other characters ( e.g. L's and H's). These long strings can be difficult to read 
and comprehend. 
The editing that is required of these vector sets can usually be described in an algo-
rithmic manner. A language is presented in which editing algorithms can be clearly and con-
cisely defined~ and software developed for applying the algorithms to vector sets in an efficient 
manner. The language is powerful yet easy_ to use. It- provides built in functions specific to 
vector editing. It also provides programming language constructs, including variables and flow 
control constructs ( e-.g. conditional branches). A prime objective in developing the software 
was to make it efficient with respect to execution time. 
The program is named VEST. 
/ 
( 
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e. USE 
.. 
This chapter describes the use of VEST. The first section gives a general overview of 
' .• 
the program. The second section describes line and vector addressing. The third section 
describes the functions that are geared toward text editing; these are the functions that are 
found in most text editors .. The next section describes the functions that are specific to edit-
. . 
,.. 
ing vectors; these are the functions that make VEST different from an ordinary text editor. 
The remainder of the chapter describes miscellaneous functions and programming facilities. 
2.1 General 
Briefly stated, VEST r~ads a statement from the input file, executes a set of co~ands 
that may modify the statement, then writes the statement to the output file. This process is 
continued until end-of-file is reached on the input file or until a quit command is executed. 
The commands are read from a file or taken from the command line. The general struc-
ture of a command is sho\\'n in Figure 1. 
address I ,address2 function options ; 
Figure 1. Command Structure. 
The addresses are optional; they are described in detail in the next section. The func-
tion, normally a one or two character name, is required; the functions are described 
throughout this chapter. The options depend on the function. The semicolon is the· command 
terminator. 
Any type of ,\·bite space (space, tab or carriage return) may occur at the beginning of 
the line or between the components of a command. 
2. 2 Addresses 
\'EST provides line addressing and vector addressing. The line addressing features are 
similar to those found in a line-oriented text editor with one important distinction; relative 
- 3 -
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addressing is impossible because VEST is a non-interactive editor. 
An address in VEST can be a line number, a range of line numbers, a regular expres-
sion1 enclosed in slash characters, a vector number, a range of vector numbers, a vector pin 2 
value specification, or a transition vector specification. 
2d 
2,4 d 
/text search/ d 
v2d 
V 2,4 d 
SV /'l '-5, 'Q'-6/ d 
t/'O'-'l '-5, 'l '-'0'-6/ d 
Figure 2. Command Addressing Examples. 
Figure 2 illustrates the various addressing techniques. The delete function, "d", is used in the 
examples. Characters preceding the "d" function in the command are part of the address. 
The first two commands specify a line number and a range of lines respectively. The next 
command uses a context search as the address specification; it matches lines that contain the 
text "text search." The fourth and fifth commands illustrate. vector number addressing; the 
ad dresses match the second vector and the second through the fourth vector respectively. The 
"v" character at the beginning of the command tells VEST to interpret the numbers that fol-
low it as vector numbers instead of as line numbers. In the sixth example, a vector pin value 
specification is used. The address matches vectors that contain a 1 on pin 5 and a O on pin 6. 
The last example il1ustrates the transition vector specification. Vectors that contain a 0-l 
transition on pin 5 and a 1-0 transition on pin 6 are matched by that address. 
l. Regular expressions are discussed in section 2.3.1. 
2. The terms pin and vector column are used synonymously throughout this paper. They refer to the posit ion of a 
data character in a vector or to the data character itself. 
- 4 -
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e.9 Text-Oriented Commanda 
VEST provides line-oriented commands like those found in most text editors. It has 
commands for appending, inserting, deleting and writing lines. It also has a substitute com-
mand for modifying text lines. Each command is described in more detail in the follo\\·ing 
paragraphs. 
The ·append command writes the appended text to the output file immediately after the 
addressed line.'~ The insert command is the same as the append command except that the text 
is \\'ritten to the output file before the addressed line. The text to be appended (inserted) is 
typed after the "a" ("i") that identifies the function. The text is ended by putting a period on 
a line by itself. The normal end-of-comma~d character, the semicolon, should occur after the 
period that ends the text. Figure 3 shows the use of the append command. 
12 a 
Here are two lines that 
are to be appended after line 12. 
Figure 3. Append Command. 
The format and operation of the substitute command is similar to the same command 
. 
In the UNIX:3 edl1l editor. The format of the substitute command . IS 
"s/oldstring/ne\\'string/[g];." The string "oldstring" is changed to "newstring." All 
occurrences on the line are changed if the [g] option is specified. The "oldstring" may be a 
regular expression. 
In line-oriented text editors the substitute command is the major means for making 
changes. In VEST, the substitute command is one of many ways to make edits; the preferred 
3. UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. 
- 5 -
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method of editing vectors is with the vector-oriented commands described in section 2.4. 
The write command writes the current statement to the specified file. 
2.9.1 Regular Expressions The substitute and text search commands recognize regular 
expressions similar to those recognized by the UNIX edl1l editor. The characters, "[ ]*.--- $", 
have special meaning, as defined in the table below. 
TABLE 1. Regular Expressions For Commands 
character . meaning 
[ ] Match any one of the enclg,sed characters. 
. Match any character . 
* Match any am~~mt of characters that precede the *. 
A J\1atch the be · ning of a line. 
i nt d m 2.4 l1ector-Or e e Co mands / 
4. 
There are six commands that can be used to modify vectors. They are shov,n in Figure 
ap char count; 
dip pinlist; 
dv delete=dcount save · scount; 
pm pinlist; 
ps char pinlist; 
scd char count pinlist; 
Figure 4. Vector-Oriented Commands. 
The add pin command, "ap", adds "count" pins to the end of the current vector. The 
added pins are set to the character "char:· The character, "char", must be legal for the type 
of the current vector. 
The delete pin command, "dlp", removes the pins in "pin list" from the current vector. 
Any pins to the right of deleted pins are shifted left to fill in the gaps left by the deleted pins. 
The next command, "dv", deletes periodically spaced vectors. This command has t.,\·o 
functional modes - a delete mode and a save mode. \Vhen it is in the delete mode, the vectors 
- 6 -
that are matched are deleted; when it is in the sa.ve mode, the matched vectors are saved, i.e., 
not deleted. The length of the delete and save modes is defined by the "dcount" and "scount" 
options respectively. As an example, to delete three of every five vectors, the command "dv 
delete=3 save=2;" could be used. 
To..rearrange the ordering of the pins within a vector, the pin move command, "pm", is 
used. The list of pins specifies the new order of the pins. The command, "pm 20-1;" reverses 
the order of the first 20 pins. That is, the data that was in pin 20 is now in pin 1, the data 
that v.·a.s in pin 19 is moved to pin 2, etc. 
To change data within a vector, the pin set command, "ps", is used; it sets the pins in 
the pin list to the character specified. 
The "scd" command is used to shift a column do\\'n\\'ard." Vacated data is filled v,ith 
the character "char." An example is shov.'n in Figure 5. 
Given the vector set 
1100 
1100 
0011 
0011 
the command, "s~d '3' 2 2,3;", would yield 
1330 
1330 
0101 
0101 
Figure 5. Example of scd Command. 
4. ··column is used here a.s a synonym for pin. 
- 7 -
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e.s Buffers 
VEST has tv.'o buffers. One buffer, called the statement buffer, hold."~ the current state-
ment6 while it is being edited. The other buffer, called the vector buffer, holds the data por-
tion of the current vector plus the data portion of the previous vectors, up to a current max-
imum of 20 vectors. This buffer is used for backward vector referencing, v.·hich is required for 
locating transitions v.·ithin vectors. 
-
2. 6 Con1111and Language 
In addition to the functions described above, VEST provides programming constructs. 
It has variables, both user variables and built-in variables, an if-else statement, expressions 
and a formatted print statement. The programming constructs are based on the C program-
ming language .121 Variables and the if-else statement are described below. 
e. 7 Built-in Variables 
\'EST has a number of built-in, user accessible, read-only variables. The variables and 
their meaning are shov .. n in Table 2. 
TABLE 2. Built In Variables 
variable . meaning 
vtype The type of the current vector. 
line The current line number. 
vector The current vector nu m her. 
. 
The read/write statement buffer . pin 
pin buff The read-only vector buffer. 
Each type of vector that is recognized by \'EST is assigned an integer value to identify its 
· type. The variable "vtype" is set to the type of the current vector. There are symbolic con-
stants that represent the different vector types; Table 3 lists the constants and their 
5. A statement is defined as a vector, which may occupy multiple lines, or a single line of text, which does not rontain 
a vector. 
- 8 -
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TABLE 3. Vector Types 
Constant Meaning 
NONVEC Non vector 
TKVEC Advantest vector 
FVEC Sentry F vector 
FCVEC Sentry FC vector 
'DAVEC Sentry DA vector 
DBVEC Sentry DB vector 
MAVEC Sentry MA vector 
11BVEC Sentry lv1B vector 
USERVEC User defined vector 
2.8 Pin and Pinbuff Variables 
Two of the most important built-in variables are the "pin" and "pinbufr' variables. 
The "pin" variable provides access to the read/write statement buffer. It can be used 
to examine and/or modify a vector in that buffer. The syntax for this variable is similar to 
the syntax for a character array in the C programming language.121 For example, pin[5], refers 
to the fifth data character. 
The program below illustrates the use of the "pin" variable; it changes pin 5 to a 1 if 
pin 3 is a 0. 
if(pin[3] == 'O') 
pin[5] = '1'; 
Figure 6. Example of Pin Variable. 
The "piftbufr' variable provides access to the read-only vector buffer. The program in 
the example below illustrates the use of this variable; it locates vectors that contain a 0-1 tran-
6. The Advantest and Sentry vector formats are described in Chapter 5. 
- 9 -
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sition on pin 5 and prints the vector number. 
if(pin buff[-i] [5] == 'O' && pin buff[O] [5] == 'l ') 
print("0-1 trans on pin 5 'at vector~%d\n", vector); 
Figure 7. Example of Pin buff Variable. 
In the expression pinbuff[-1][5], the -1 refers to "one vector ago," i.e., the previous vector, and 
the 5 refers to pin five. The O in the expression pinbuff[0)[5], refers to the current vector. 
The expressions pin [5] and pin buff[O] [5] are similar but have different meaning. The 
first expression refers ito the read/v:rite statement buffer, thus it represents the current value 
of pin 5. The second expression refers to the read-only vector buffer, thus it refers to pin 5 as 
it occurred in the input file. To illustrate the difference, consider the two programs in Figure 
8. 
{ /* program 1- * / 
ps '1' 5; 
} 
if(pin[5] == 'l') 
ps 'O' 10; 
{ /* program 2 * / 
ps 'l' 5; 
} 
if(pinbuff[0](5) == 'I') 
ps 'O' 10; 
/ * set pin 5 to '1 ' * / 
/* set pin 10 to 'O' * / 
/* set pin 5 to '1' */ 
/* set pin 10 to 'O' * / 
Figure 8. Pin and Pinbuff Variables. 
In program 1 the "ir' statement will always be true because the "ps 5 'l '" command 
modifies the statement buffer and the "pin[5]" expression refers to that same buffer. The "ir' 
statement in program 2, on the other hand, will be true if and only if the original vector con-
tained a 1 on µin 5. 
2. 9 If-Else Statement 
The if-else statement provided by VEST has the same structure as in the C progran1-
ming language,121 except that in VEST if's may only be nested up to 16 levels. 
! \, 
- 10 -
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e.10 Print Statement 
,. 
The print statement is provided for debugging command sequences. Its syntax is the 
same as the syntax for the "printr' routine supplied in the standard 1/0 library available on 
UNLX systems.131 An example is shov.'n in Figure 9. 
if(vtype != NONVEC){ 
print("line = %d, ", line); 
. (" ~d " ) pr1n t vector = 'lo , , vector ; 
print("vector_type = %d\n", vtype); 
} 
Figure 9. Example of Print Command. 
The above program prints the line number, vector number and vector type for every state-
ment that contains a vector .7 
7. This program was used during the development of VEST to test its vector recognition capability. 
- 11 -
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9. ARCHITECTURE 
···This chapter describes the architecture of VEST. It a]so describes some of the steps 
involved in the development of VEST . 
There are three major components in VEST: the main program, the command language 
. parser and the command language lexical analyzer. Each component is discussed belov.·. 
8.1 }.fain 
Briefly, the main program consists of the three step loop listed belo,v. 
1. Read a statement from the input file into the statement buff er. 
2. Process the commands, possibly modifying the statement buffer. 
3. Write the statement buff er to output file. 
The loop is continued until end-of-file is reached on the input file or until a quit com-
mand is executed. 
The parser is called to parse the command language and to execute the required com-
mands, i.e., to process the commands. 
9. 2 Parser 
An automatic parser generator, Yaccl•I, wa.s used to create the parser for the command 
language. The input to Yacc inc]udes "rules describing the input structure, code to be 
invoked \\'hen these rules are recognized, and a low-level routine to do the basic input."[4: The 
output of Yacc is a C language function that is called to parse the defined language. 
The set of rules defining the input language is called a grammar. Yacc accepts a gen-
eral class of gran1mars, called LALR(l) grammars. (LALR(l) stands for look-ahead, left-to-
right grammar with one token look-ahead.) A user supplied code fragment can be attached to 
each grammar rule. This code gets executed by the parser \\'hen it recognizes (i.e. accepts) the 
,, - 12 -
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corresponding rule. 
In the case of VEST, most of the grammar rules define the structure of one VEST func-
tion and the code fragment attached to the rule is the code used to implement the function. 
There are a rtumber of advantages to using an automatic parser generator. One advan-
tage is that there is a high degree of confidence in the correctness of the parser that it gen-
erates. Another important advantage is that the parser is easy to maintain. In the case of 
VEST it is easy to add functions to the command language. 
9.9 Lexical Analyzer 
As mentioned above, one of the required inputs to Yacc is a lo'\\·-level routine to do 
basic input. This type of routine is typically called a lexical analyzer. A lexical analyzer 
accepts as input a stream of characters and returns as output a stream of tokens. These 
tokens are passed to the parser. The parser then decides whether or not the strings of tokens 
is a legal sentence according to the grammar. 
A lexical analyzer generator, called Lex,15] v,as used to generate a lexical analyzer for 
VEST. The input to Lex is .a set of regular expressions with corresponding user-supplied code 
fragments. The output is a C language function that is called by the parser to return tokens. 
In VEST, each of the regular expressions supplied to Lex defines the structure of a 
token in the command language. A token in the command language can be an integer, a char-
, ' 
acter constant, an arithmetic or logical operator, a- punctuation character, a reserved function 
name, a reserved variable name or another reserved v.'ord. The code fragment attached to 
each regular expression returns a token identification code. The lexical analyzer in VEST also 
has the job of stripping comments from the command file. 
The list of reserved words is shov.'n in Table 4. 
- 13 -
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TABLE 4. Reserved Words 
a ap d delete 
dv if else g 
init int integer line 
print . pm ps pin 
q s save scd 
t V vector vtype 
-
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next 
pinbuff 
sv 
w 
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4. COJ.JMAND LANGUAGE 
4.1 }'ace Grammar 
The lexical analyzer .and the parser are tied together closely, as pointed out in the pre-
vious chapter. In some instances "lexical decisions depel)d on context."14) As d~scribed by. 
Johnson in the Yacc document,l•J one solution to this situation is a "backdoor" approach. The 
approach uses a global flag for communication between the lexical analyzer and the parser. 
One action in the parser sets the flag and another action clears the flag. The lex'ical action 
·· taken by the analyzer then depends on the state of the flag. 
The parser and lexical analyzer in VEST use this approach in several places. The 
insert, append and substitute functions and the context search address specification use this 
approach because it is difficult to lexically describe their arguments, i.e., it is difficult to 
describe their arguments in terms of regular expressions. In the case of the append and insert 
commands the lexical analyzer reads lines up to a line containing only a period character, the 
normal end of function signal for those functions. In the case of the substitute function and 
the context search address specification, the analyzer reads up to, but not including, a slash 
character, which is the normal delimiter used by those functions. 
The backdoor approach is also used to deal with variable declarations. \\'hen the 
parser comes to the start of a declaration, it sets a flag telling the lexical analy·zer to put the 
up coming identifiers into a symbol table. When the declaration is accepted by the parser, it 
resets the flag. An example of this approach is shown in the )"ace document.I•! There is one 
added complicatioµ as far as VEST is concerned. VEST repeatedly parsers the command 
language. In fact, it is parsed after each statement is read from the input file. Therefor, the 
lexical analyzer must also know· how many times the language has been p~ed. On the first 
/ 
pass it needs to store the declarations in a symbol table. In the subsequent passes, the 
declarations are ignored. 
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4.e /nit Statement 
. . 
When VEST is first invoked, it reads the entire comman.d sequence from the specified 
disk file into an internal buffer so that the parser can have faster access to the commands. 
This saves time because the sequence is repeatedly processed after every input statement. 
The only part of the command sequence that ls not repeatedly processed. is the "init" 
' statement. In fact, this statement is processed only once. In the first pass through the 
sequence, the parser records the position in the buffer where the end of the "init" statement 
occurs. Then, in the subsequent passes through the sequence, processing is started at the 
recorded position. 
4 .9 If-Else Statement 
The grammar used by VEST contains an ambiguity involving the "if-else" statement. 
The ambiguity results in a shift/reduce conflict in Yacc. Briefly stated, the shift/reduce con-
flict means that when the parser comes to an "else" token, it does not know whether to shift 
the "else" (i.e. push it unto the stack) or to reduce (i.e .. accept) the "ir' that is currently on the 
stack. Yacc resolves the conflict in favor of the shift operation. The affect is to match "else" 
J 
statements with the last unmatched "ir' statement. This is the desired effect; it is the way 
that most programming languages operate. 
- 16 -
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V 5. I1'1PLEMENTATION· 
5.1 Buffers 
VEST has two buffers. One buffer, called the statement buffer, is used to hold the 
current statement. The other buffer, called the vector buffer, is used to hold a history of the 
vectors that '\\'ere previously processed. Both buffers are described in more detail. below. 
5.1.1 Statement Buffer The statement. buffer is a read/write buffer. It is used to hold the 
current statement while it is being edited. 
The input file processor reads a statement from the input file and puts it into the state-
ment buffer. The buffer is modified by user commands and then written to the output file. 
A statement may be up to five lines long. Ordinary text lines are read as on,e line state-
ments. Vectors may be multiple line statements. 
The follo\\'ing simple algorithm describes how the input file processor reads statements: 
One line is read from the input file. If the line contains the start of a vector, but not the end, 
then, up to four more lines are read until the end of the vector is found. If the first line read 
does not contain a vector, then that single text line is put into the buffer. 
5.1.2 Vector Buffer The vector buffer is a read-only buffer. It provides a memory of previous 
vectors. It is used by VEST to implement the scd function and the transition vector address 
specification." The buffer can ~lso be accessed by the user via the pinbuff variable. 
When a statement containing a vector is read from the input file, the data portion is 
saved in this buffer. The data is put onto the top of the buffer. If the buffer is full the oldest 
I 
vector is dropped. 
5.2 Recognizing Vector8 
Test vectors can have many different formats. The format differs from simulator to 
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simulator and from tester to tester. VEST recognizes a certain class· or vectors that can be 
described by defining the formats of the start, end and data portions of the vectors. The start 
.. 
and end portions must be definable by a regular expression8 and the data portion must be 
definable by a string of characters each of which describes one data character for the vector, 
' 
i.e., the vector must be defined by the format shown in Figure 10. 
regular expression data characters regular expression 
- - -
Figure 10. General Vector Format. 
As an example, a clocked vector statemept in the Sentry programming language has the form If 
"SET FC integer binary-pin-pattern;" where the binary-pin-pattern is a string of O's and l's. 
The regular expression for the start is "SET FC (0-9]+", the data characters are O and 1, and 
the trivial regular expression for the end of the vector is ";". 
Most vectors can be described using this format. One type of vector that can not be 
easily described using this format is a line-oriented vector. In that type of vector, the end of 
the vector is the end of the line unless a continuation character is used. The Advantest pro-
gramming language is a line-oriented language. Vectors in their language are one line long 
unless the continuation character, '@ ', is put at the end of the line. (The FORT~l\; pro-
gramming language is another example of a line-oriented language. To have a multiline state-
ment in that language a character is put in column six of the second and subsequent lines of a 
.. 
multiline statement.) 
VEST has built in definitions for various vector formats. It also provides a method for 
users to define additional vector formats. 
8. The class or regular expressions used to define vector formats differ! slightly from that used by the substitute 
command. The regular expressions mentioned here are described in section 6.3.3. 
t 
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s.e.i Bua·tt-ln Vector Forniata VEST recognizes three,i,types of _.vectors - Sentry, Advant~st -. ·--·· 
and simulator~ The vector formats and the regular expressions that define the start or the 
vectors are defined in Table 5. 
TABLE 5 .. Built-In Vector Formats 
' 
Vector Type Regular Expression 
Simulator A [ ]*T' 
Sentry F A [ ]*SET( ]+F 
Sentry fC ,. ( ]*SET[ ]+FC[ ]+[0-9]+ 
Sentry DA A [ ]*LSET[ ]+DA 
Sentry DB A [ ]*LSET[ ]+DB 
Sentry~ A [ ]*LSET[ ]+MA .. 
. . 
Sentry A [ ]*LSET[ ]+MB ' . ; 
Adv an test A [ ] *! 
Ad van test ,. [ ]* /T[0-9]+[ )*! 
5.£:.e :V8er Defined Vector Format Additional vector formats can be define.d :'b·y-the user. The 
·definitions are placed in a file which VEST processes at startup time_. A defi.nition contains 
three parts, each part occupies one line of the vector: .. d.efin:jti<>n file. 'The, "format for the three 
part definition is shown in Figure 11. 
-. 
start=regular expression 
-data=string 
end=regular expression 
-
Figure 11. User Defined Vectors. 
For example, to define the Sentry "SET F" format the following d.etinition is-i1sed. 
start=,. [ ]*SET[ )+F 
data="Ol" 
end=; 
Figure 12. Sentry SET F Format . 
~ 
. s>e~-s Regular Expression, For Vector Formats The class of regular expressions used to de.fine .. 
-Ve.ctor formats are the same as that used in the substitute command, as described in Chapter 
·2, \\'it,h two exceptions. The two characters "+" and "-", have special m.eaning in the expres.;. 
sions used to define vectors. The plus character means that the regular expression preceding 
the plus is to be repeated on.e or more times. The minus character, used within brackets, 
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'I means "througn," e.g., [0-9) D)eans (012345678g] 0 ·, 
5.9 Variables 
Following the rule of ·most programming languages, a variable name may contain any 
combination or alphanumeric char.acters but must start with a alphabetic character. All vari-
ables are .. J>f type integer; they may contain integer or character data. Real or floating point 
variables are not supported. 
·./ 
5.9.1 Variable, Declarations Variables may be declar.ed .'at the beginning of a11y compound 
statement, but for efficiency, they should only occ-ur 'Within the INIT statement.. Thus, the 
declaration will only be processed once. 
5.4 1/-elae Statement 
. . . 
The if-else statement provides ~:c'.>.nditional execution. Its:·form is identical to most. pro-, 
_gramming language. The syntactical structure is described in: ·C]ritpter 4. 
,·. ~ 
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6~- COMPARISON TO TEXT EDITORS ; .• ·If 
This chapter compares VEST to two text editors, ed and sed,181 that are available in th·e· 
UNIX env1ronment. First, an architectural comparison is made. Then a functional com-
parison is discussed considering an ed'iting job involving vectors. Finally, a timing comparison 
,, 
is made . 
. 6.1 Architecture 
The ed editor is normally an intel".~ctive editor. It uses a memory resident buff er to 
hold the entire file while it is being edited. Editing large files is cumbersome and may be_ 
impossible depending on the ~ize or the buffer. The sed editor is a non-interactive editor. It 
has no restriction on the size of a (ile that it can edit. Both editors provide similar editing 
functions. The sed manualle) lists three cases where a non-interactive editor is useful: 
1. To e-d-it; files too large for comfortable interactive editing; 
2. To edit any size file when the sequence of editing commands is too coin_pl:°i-
cated to be comfortably typed in interactive mode; 
3. To perform multiple 'global' editing functions efficiently in Qne. J>_a.ss, 
through the input. 
VEST is a non-interactive editor. It has an architectur.e· -similar to sed. As such, it 
shares with sed the three features of a non-interactive editor listed ab.ave. VEST, however, 
was designed specific-ally for editing test vectors. 
6.£ Functional ,, 
To compare s·ed and VEST, consider the follov;ing editin·g Job involving test vectors. A. 
'V.'ec:tot :Se·t,. in which each vector contains 90 pins, is to be· edited such that pin 15 is to be, s¢t: 
t,o '':f" and pin 75 is to be inverted. Each vector starts with "T' ", contains data characte.rs_, 
''O", "l", and "3", and ends with "'". There are one or more space or tab characters bet'\\'een 
/ 
each set of ten data characters. Each vector occupjes two lines, with 50 data characters on the 
first line and the remaining 40 characters on the second line. A sample vector is shown belo,,·. 
/ - 21 -
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T, 001110330 0133100130 0130311330 0000111333 0111333310 
• 111110000 0001111111 0000000000 1111111100' 
Figure 13. Vector Format For Test Jobs. 
~e!J 
A VEST command file to do the this job is shown below. 
/ 
{ 
} 
ps 'l' 15; /* set pin 15 to 1 */ 
if(pin [75] == '1 ') /* invert pin 75 • / 
pin (75] = 'O'; 
else if(pin {75] == 'O') 
pin [75] = '1 '; 
Figure 14. VEST Script For Test Job. 
An equivalent. scrlJ:).t for sed is shown below. 
.~ 
;. 
s/"\([ t]*T'[ t]* .......... [ t]* .... \)./\11/ 
s/" \ ([ t]* [013] .......... [ t] .... \ )0/\ 1 WAS ZERO/ 
s/"\([ t]*[OI3] .......... ( t] .... \)1/\10/ 
s/" \ ([ t]* [013] .......... [ t] .... \)\VAS ZERO/\ I\\' ASZERO / 
1'he 't' inside of the brackets represents a tab. 
Figure 15. SED Script For Test Job. 
One advantage of VEST for editing vectors is apparent from the examples· ab:ove, the 
VEST script is more straight forward and easier to modify. The biggest advantage of \7EST, 
however, is the fact that it provides functions for editing vectors that are extremely difficultr 
if -n:ot impossible, to do with sed. For example, the 'pm' command, used to rearrange·the_:ord-
ering of pin. data, can. not be. practically implemented with $ed. Another e.xa.m.ple is th.e vector 
tr~l).:si.tion addressing c·ap·a.bility of VEST; Sed does .. not .have ·an equivalent capabtlity . 
. 6~-.fl- Performance 
An editing job involving vectors of the type described above \\'as used for a timing com-
p.~rison of ed, sed and VEST. The job was to change pins 5, 10 and 12 to a "I" and to change 
;... 
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pins 65 and 70 to a "O". The job was run twice ~·once with a file containing '1000 vectors ·and 
again with a file containing 10,000 vectors; The vectors in _both cases were 90 pins wi~~e. The 
results are shown in Table 6.9 The jobs were run on a VAX: 11/750. Times are in CPU 
seconds. 
TABLE 6. Timing Comparison 
11( 
101( 
ed VEST sed 
5.7 1.0 0.5 
141 8.4 3.9 
On·e con.clusion that may be drawn from the data is that the s_tre:a:m_: e.ditors, sed: and 
VE$0T·, .ar(r more efficient than the interactive editor, ed. The difference is greater when larger 
'files are edited. The ed to sed execution time ratios are 11:1 and 36:1 for the 1000 vector'jo'b· 
and the 10,000 vector job respectively .10 The VEST to sed .. execution time ratio is app-ro:xi~ 
·mately 2:1 in both cases. 
. --
_ .. · 
10; The timing comparison:-t~r e·.d· an:cl :sfd, was done before the d~v·~Iorfrri'ent .or VEST to verify the intuitive fact that a 
- ~lream editor is more ~fnd·ent wlth lar'-e files than an int~racti:y:e editor~ ·tb-i.~ fact inOuenced the design of VEST. 
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7. FUTURE .. 
-
A number of features may be added to VEST in th·e future. They include a look-ahead 
vector buffer, dynamic vector recognition capability, support for real numbers and arrays, and 
/ 
a looping mechanism. Some or these features where left out of VEST for reasons of efficiency; 
while others ·were omittea because of time restraints. 
The looping mechanism and support for arrays :were omitted tor efficiency;: :Tb.es~ 
features wouJd ~lo,v t~e editing process. Support fort real-_numbers was omitted because of .lit-
tle need for it. 
A look-ahead buff er could prove to be useful and possibly indispensable- in some cases . 
It would allow a user to make edits to a current vector depending on the condition of vectors 
which follow. 
Chapter 5 discussed how VEST recognizes vectors. It was noted that VEST maintain$. 
.data structures that contain the location of each data character in a vector in the c,·urr-ent 
statement buffer. The data,structtires -are· moditied \\1h·:en any·ve·ctor-or}e.:{l:t-~.d CQJilp}·an,cl i_s e.-xe-
c·-lited. However, "'hen the ,Si1bstitute- command is exe.cuted_,_ t-he d·at-a struc~ures are. 11qt 
updated. The result is that the substitute· command can ·not- b·e used prior to a vector-
9tiented command. To remove this restriction, VEST could reparse the vector that is in the 
statement buffer after each invocation or the substitute command. Another solution would be 
to maintain a flag indicating the integrity of the data structures that hold the vector d_~.ta. 
character locations. The data structures could then be updated, by reparsing the vector, only 
when needed. This reparsing, or dynamic vector recognition, although removing the restric-
tion described above, would be less efficient with respect to execution time than the current 
mechanism . 
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VEST addresses the problem or editing large sets of intergated circuit test vectors. -A 
language was defined for easily defining vector editing algorithms. Software for executing the 
algorithms was also developed. Algorithms written in this language are easier to develop· and 
maintain than equivalent algorithms written as scripts for a common text editor. The VEST 
program executes. algorithms in its language more efficiently than an interactive text editor 
executes equivalent algorithms. Although VEST does not equal the speed with which the sed 
editor execut"s script, the added .f:1'nctionality makes it a useful software tool for editing ·vec--
tors. 
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This appendix contains a summary of·· the··· command: language. The langu~ge is • 
.,, 
described using a grammar in the syntax of the Yacc program. Lower case words are non-
terminal symbols. Upper case words are reserved words in the language; they are terminal 
symbols in the grammar. Three non-terminal symbols, "reg_exp,'' "text" and ''filenm," which 
Stand for "regular expression," "append text" and "file name" respectively, are defined ·by the 
lexical analyzer. The lexical analyie.r al$o defines "integer," "char," and "identifier." 
prog 
. 
, 
• 
. init statem·t 
. . . 
init : INIT statemt 
/*empty*/ 
• , 
statemt 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I . 
l I · 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
I 
I 
r 
• , 
globopt 
I 
• , 
. 
• cmp stm 
-
expr ';' 
IF '(' expr ')' statemt 
IF '(' expr ')' statemt ELSE statemt 
PRINT '(' string ')' ';' 
PRINT '(' string ',' exprlst ')' ';' 
variabl '=' expr 4;' 
addr A text '·' , 
addr AP char integer ';' 
addr D ';' 
addr DLP pin list ';' 
addr DV dvdopt dvsopt ·'_/· 
addr I text '·' 
' 
addr NEXT '·' 
' addr PM pinlist ';' 
addr PS char pinlist ';' 
addr Q ';' 
addr S '/'reg_ exp' /'reg_ exp'/' globopt ';.' -~, 
addr SCD char integer pinlist ';' 
addr W filenm';' 
,., 
' 
: G 
/*empty*/ 
• 
.... DELETE'=' integer ' p; 
, ... ·., 
. 
:.1 
,. ' : _, .·•·'~ •-;/'"'t•-t/·:,,., '-!>:·,;.-.1.•,P.._ 11.,;. ·"f:. 't· 
.... . ,.,\.-"i 
...... 
. 
.. 
·.-~· -:,. ·-~ -· . 
'·" 
. •.', ~a '' 
( 
• , 
dvsopt 
I 
• 
' 
ad-d-r 
• 
1· 
l 
'I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
1. 
t 
• , 
opa1rs 
I 
• 
' 
otrips 
I 
• 
' 
..• 
. , 
dec~lst 
I 
.. 
l 
:id list· 
- I 
• 
' 
st:m: ls:t: 
·:---'.: 
I 
• , 
·/*empty*/ 
: SAVE'=' integer 
/*empty*/ 
. 
• /* empty matches anything */ 
integer 
integer ',' integer 
integer',''$' 
V integer 
V integer ',' integer' 
V integer ',' '$' 
SV '/' opairs '/' 
T '/' otrips '/' 
'/' reg_exp '/' 
: char '-' integer 
opairs ','char'-' integer 
: char '-' char '-' integer 
otrips ',' char '-' char '-' integer 
·: ' { ' st m ls t '} ' 
' { ' de c ls t '} ' - · 
-
'{' dee 1st stm 1st '}' 
- - . 
:. INT id list 
dee 1st integer id list 
. - -
·:: iden tifie'r 
l:d ,;...list ',' identifier 
: statemt 
stm 1st statemt 
: '(' expr ')' 
.ex,pr '+' expr 
expr '-' expr 
expr '/' expr 
expr '*' expr 
.. 
. f· 
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variabl 
I 
• , 
pin list 
I 
. 
, 
. p1nspec 
I 
exprlst 
I 
• , 
., 
expr '%' expr 
expr ';::::=' expr 
• 
expr '!==, expr 
expr '<' expr 
·expr '< =' expr 
expr '> ' expr 
expr '>=' expr 
expr '&&' expr 
expr 'II' expr 
'-' expr 
integer 
char 
LINE 
VECTOR 
VTYPE 
VECTYPE 
PINBUFF '[' expr ']' '[' expr ']' 
variabl 
: identifier 
PIN '[' expr ']' 
. 
: p1nspec 
pinlist ',' pinspec 
: integer 
integer '-' integer 
: expr 
exprlst ',' expr 
\ 
" 
'~ ... 
._;)' 
r' 
, 
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